01ZZ421 Lecture Series in English

[Global Issues and Global Society]

FOOD SECURITY

This Course focuses on the topics related to “Sustainable Developmental Goals” set by the United Nations, especially Goal 2 & 12.

December 14th (Sat) 9:00 – 17:00

Food Production & Population in the World & Japan
Dr. Hiroshi EZURA

Disease Protection Technology-Present & Future
Dr. Yasuhiro ISHIGA

December 21st (Sat) 9:00 – 17:00

Plant Breeding - Present & Future
Dr. Toru ARIIZUMI

Food Production Technology –Present & Future
Dr. Naoya FUKUDA

Details: Please check the GGEC's HP.
https://www.tsukuba.ac.jp/education/g-courses/detail.php?subject_id=1220

Course Registration: via TWINS (9/4-)

Contact: GGEC Office
ggec@un.tsukuba.ac.jp